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Susie Hernandez

F R O M  T H E  P U B L I S H E R

Last month, I attended a reception honoring the 60th anniversary of the reign of King Bhumibol

Adulyadej of Thailand. Many of the attendees wore yellow shirts out of respect. Traditionally, yellow

corresponds to Monday, the day upon which the king was born and, hence it is his birth color. By

wearing yellow, the Thai people demonstrate their allegiance to their king. As a result, yellow is the

new black in Thailand this season, and yellow shirts are in very short supply.

This month, Yellow Magazine’s travel article transports you to Thailand to convey unto you a sense

of its essence and spirit. As you can see, I, too, am wearing a yellow shirt to honor King Bhumibol

Adulyadej. Please join me in congratulating him on this momentous occasion and for being the

longest reigning monarch in the world, today.

Viet Hoang

Publisher
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The color yellow has played a recurrent symbolic role throughout
the history of Asian culture. It symbolizes the earth that sustains
all life, yet has been embraced by Buddhist monks as an expression
of unchallenged power. Such is the role of yellow: always revered
but in different ways under different circumstances.

The mission of Yellow Magazine is to introduce our readers to the
artistic , fashion, lifestyle and entertainment contributions made
by Asian Americans. It is our hope that the depth and breadth of
the topics and events we cover do justice to the pride that the
color yellow has represented throughout the millennia. As the
publisher of the Yellow Magazine,  my last name is Hoang, which
also means yellow. Just as I am proud of my name, I am proud of
my heritage, and proud of Yellow Magazine.
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The 60th Anniversary Celebration of King Bhumibol Adulyadeji
Accession to the Throne   Held at the home of Charles and Lily Foster

Charles and Lily Foster, Consul General of China Hua Jinzhou, Li Jiping

Consul General of India Sashisekhar M. Gavai,
Rina Gavai

Robert Vidal, Kathryn Vidal, Julie Richardson Jackrin Leeburajin, Consul General of Indonesia
Benny Permadi Suryawinata

Charles and Lily Foster, Paul NashThai Texas Association Band

Thai Texas Association membersTim and Uan Hake Prapand and Supha Apisarnthanarax

Ling Bello Sirun Guan discussed her artwork

Shawlin LeeMari Omori and Akemi Inks

Viet Hoang, Etsuko Kamo, Consul General of Japan Yoshihiko Kamo, Yuki Rogers

Philip and Donna Dingle

The Art of Harmony
Held at International Décor Gallery

Jim Crownover, Dolly and Bill Brenneman

Philip Dingle, Andrew Tran, Mont Hoyt

Daniel Krohn and Isabel Song Hannah Bacol Busch and artist Wang Chi
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Consul General of Pakistan GR Baluch and Razia Baluch

Photos by Sopheavy Than
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There was a line in one of the James Bond movies that has always
resonated with me: “What’s the point of living if you don’t feel alive?”
The answer to this question is as varied as there are people who choose
to ponder its depth. Pavan Grover is a medical doctor who has distinguished
himself at a young age in such different worlds that his story is truly
remarkable.

Pavan’s family immigrated to the US when he was six years old so
that his father could take his engineering career to the next level. The
family moved frequently and more often than not, Pavan and his brother
were amongst very few South Asian students within the schools they
attended. Pavan drew comfort by daydreaming about movies; he often
entertained the family with impromptu performances at home. As he
matured, he voiced an interest in becoming an actor that drew a concerned
response from his mother as one might have expected. She knew that in
India, the only way to make it in Bollywood was to have “pull” and to
come from the “right” family. And in the U.S., there were not too many

important roles seeking actors of South Asian heritage.
A deal was struck between mother and son, and Pavan
committed to pursue a medical profession before he
pursued his passion of acting (although he accepted any
role he could get in college where he elected to take
some acting classes to round out his studies).

During his medical residency, Pavan produced a
weekly variety show directed to the South Asian
community called “Asian Network”. The show abruptly
ended when his brother, Sandeep, who assisted him,
suffered an untimely death. Pavan worked through his

loss by writing movie screenplays, the first of which was “Lazarus Rising”,
a life after death drama. He subsequently wrote five other screenplays.

When Sylvester Stallone’s movie “Rocky” hit the theaters, I recall
being overwhelmingly impressed by his tactic of writing the screenplay
with the stipulation that only he could be cast for the starring role. At
the time, I fantasized about embarking upon a similar quest. While I
fantasized, Pavan produced. The concept for his movie “Unspeakable”
was born out of admiration for his favorite actor, Dennis Hopper. He
proceeded to write the script on the basis that Hopper would play the
key role. Knowing that Hopper had an affinity for roles that had anything
to do with Texas, Pavan developed the story around a big Texas prison
warden. And unlike typical “indie” movies, this one was an edgy thriller
that toggled between genres.

Plowing through a parade of obstacles that blocked the development
of the movie, Pavan prevailed in getting the script in front of Hopkins.
The actor loved the story and as a result of him signing on as the lead,
the rest of the roles and people needed to produce a real Hollywood
movie joined the project.

What makes this story all the more powerful is that Pavan is an
important figure in the medical profession. He lives in Houston, Texaswhere
he has a thriving pain management practice. He has achieved stature as
the doctor who tackled Dr. Kervorkian on Larry King Live in a debate
on assisted suicide in 1994. As a result of the broadcast, a patient’s pain
was successfully abated via anesthetic treatment where he had believed
that suicide was his only viable alternative for relief. Later, Pavan made
medical headlines again when he implanted a pain-reducing electrode
near the spinal cord of a heart patient while simultaneously increasing
blood flow through the heart, as well.

Pavan has traveled to Ecuador as part of a good will mission to treat
patients and give seminars to rural doctors in mountain villages. He has
presented key research studies throughout the United States and has
published articles in medical journals.

Dr. Pavan Grover, is certainly no ordinary medical doctor. It would
appear that one could find no better representative to promote the time
worn adage, “the more you do, the more time you have to do it.” With
all this success, all these activities and ALL the fan clubs (google the good
doctor and see why he has so many female fans oogling over his movie
star good looks), it seems appropriate to end this piece with a recent
quote:

“To be honest, I have done a lot of exciting and challenging things.
However, what is the most fulfilling to me is the work that I do on a
daily basis, in taking care of my patients and my experience as a medical
correspondent on television. Traveling to Pakistan to cover the earthquake,
helping Katrina disaster victims, and seeing so many children who were
injured and homeless had a very humbling effect upon me. You realize
that a lot of what we worry about in our daily lives pales in comparison
to the horrors most people face in this world, and that true happiness
and contentment are achieved not through fame or riches, but by the
ability to impact the lives of others and to evolve as a person. My long
term goals include continuing the humanitarian work about which I
am passionate, continuing to work as a medical doctor, and expanding
that into work as a medical correspondent.”

On that heartfelt and impassioned note, we leave you to imagine
your possibilities.

Pavan Grover
Writing Scripts and Prescriptions

P E O P L E

by  H EN RI  MERCERON

Pavan has hosted the show Texas Today,

appeared on World News Report, Good

Morning America, The Discovery Channel,

PBS, CNN and has also been covered by The

New York Times, Associated Press and

National Public Radio.

   You realize that a lot of what we worry about in our daily lives
            pales in comparison to the horrors most people face
       in this world, and that true happiness and contentment
              are achieved not through fame or riches, but by the ability to
                         impact the lives of others and to evolve as a person.

Photo by Debbie Porter
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Miss Chinatown 2006
Held at JW Marriott Houston

Betty Gee, Linda Wu

Judges: Frank Chang III, Molly Ness, Mo-Lin Jue, Priscilla Kwan, Viet Hoang

Dr. Allen Lee, Dr. Allen Gaw

Lauren Gaw, Jia Hu, Ed Chen, Dr. Edward Chen, Daniel Chow, Dorothy Chow,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Liao, Sylvia Quan

Anita Sham, Michael Lau

Esther Wong, Sharon Yu

William and Mandy Kao

Fred Middleton, Patricia and Charles Pang, David Wu Tony La, Mandy Kao, Andrea La, Linda and Ken Chang

Elliot, Sandra, Kevin and Alex Wong Jazz Dancers

Alice Wong, Esther Wong, Tracy LaiLiana Tam, Jessica Tsao James, Julia, Jessica and Jennifer Chong

Robert and Regina Pawlowski

Albert Liou, Rina Tzeng

Lisa Tam, Norman Wong, Liana Tam, Mei Wang

Tammy Su, Lauren Gaw, Jia Hu, Kitty So

Emcees Chau Nguyen and Michael Su
Second Princess Diane Yen, Miss Chinatown Houston 2006 Connie Chen,
Miss Chinese New Year Jamie Chan
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The Chinese American Citizens Alliance-Houston Lodge has sponsored
the Miss Chinatown Houston Pageant annually for the last 36 years.
The roots of this competition started in the 1960’s, when the Miss
Chinatown Houston Pageant was part of the Chinese American
Citizens Alliance (CACA) Picnic at Sylvan Beach.  Beginning in 1971,
the Houston Lodge started sending Miss Chinatown Houston to the
Miss Chinatown USA competition in San Francisco.
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Asia House
Building on Cultural Harmony

A R C H I T E C T U R E

by  CH RISTI  HANG

Houston has always been known as a very diverse city and this reputation will be further enhanced with the building
of Asia House, the new headquarters of Asia Society Texas. Asia House, which will be located on a two acre plot at the
intersection of Southmore and Caroline, will serve as a cultural and teaching center, meeting place and reflect Houston’s
strong Asian presence.

Asia House’s design will be in the hands of Japanese architect, Yoshio Taniguchi, who is most well-known for his
extensive renovation of New York’s Museum of Modern Art. Taniguchi has also designed a number of Japanese museums

such as the Nagano Perfectual Museum, Toyota Municipal Museum of
Art and Gallery of the Horyuji Treasures at the Tokyo National Museum.
Asia House will be the first freestanding building that Taniguchi wholly
designed in the United States.

“The Asia Society is dedicated to the study of Asians for all of society.
And to have a distinct Asian architect is amazing,” said Gordon Quan,
Asia Society Texas Co-Chairman.

Taniguchi’s architectural skills were much admired by the foundation
and when his name was suggested as a potential architect for Asia House,
Edward R. Allen III, Co-Chairman of Asia Society Texas said, “That’s
wonderful, but we’ll never get him.” However, Taniguchi decided to
accept the Asia House project because it would take him to a different
part of the United States and, more importantly, because of the character
of the people of Asia Society Texas.

The new building will feature two art galleries. One will house part of
the Mr. and Mrs. John D. Rockefeller 3rd Collection of Art, and the other
will house touring exhibits, a performing arts auditorium able to accommodate
an audience of up to 300, various meeting rooms and gardens.

Taniguchi incorporates natural elements into his designs. The MoMA
reflects this design preference and plans for Asia House include five gardens.
Mr. Allen notes that the gardens will have a transitional feel, drawing upon
different looks that are at once subtle and complex. Large windows
overlooking a sculpture garden will permit an abundance of light to enter
the building. One of the most interesting features is a water garden on
the second floor that may double as a terrace when drained.

According to Asia Society Texas, “Taniguchi’s design will communicate
a sense of grace, harmony and beauty.” Asia House will reflect Asia as a
whole as opposed to showcasing specific countries. It “will be a universal

space where everyone can relate, an abstraction that allows everyone to draw his or her own references to Asia culture.”
Although Asia House will have two galleries and will be located in the museum district, Asia Society Texas is quick

to point out that the facility will not primarily be a museum but a cultural center that is more accessible to the community.
To further differentiate the structure, Taniguchi wanted to keep the building as low as possible. “Because it is called Asia
House, I would like to maintain a residential scale,” Taniguchi said.

The construction of Asia House will occur at the same time as a similar structure being built in Hong Kong by its
branch of Asia Society. These buildings are part of Asia Society’s global effort to have permanent places in which to hold
meetings and put its programs into action. Asia Society Texas and the office in Hong Kong are only two of ten Asia
Society offices around the world. The other offices are located in Melbourne, Australia, Los Angeles, California, Washington,
D.C., San Francisco, California, Makati City, Philippines, Mumbai, India, and Shanghai, China. Asia Society is an
international organization dedicated to improving the understanding between Asian countries and the United States,
and its headquarters is located in New York City.

Asia Society Texas will break ground for Asia House in 2007.

According to Asia Society Texas, the Asian

population in the greater Houston area is currently

estimated at 250,000 and is projected to double

by the year 2015. Also, Asian Americans are the

fastest growing segment of the U.S. population.

Asia House will reflect the growth of the Asian

population and will provide support and

understanding between cultures.

  Asia House’s design will be in
        the hands of Japanese
       architect, Yoshio Taniguchi,
  who is most well-known for
     his extensive renovation of
        New York’s Museum of
                           Modern Art.
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Photographer : Debbie Porter
Stylist : Summar Salah
Hair : David Bamford
Makeup : Grace Lin

Jane Leeburajin
Houston Baptist University
Junior
Majors: Biology and Business
Member of Thai Texas Association

Ilana Wolf Silk Wrap $1400. Neiman Marcus

Rochelle Abante
University of Houston
Senior
Majors: Art Educations, Art History
Secretary of Blaffer Student Association
Social Photographer for Yellow Magazine

Kathryn Nguyen
Houston Community College
International Student
Sophomore
Major: Business

Christine Ho
The Art Institute of Houston
Senior
Major: Interior Design
Organizations: ASID, IIDA
Internship: Bennett Design Group
Project: Mak Chin’s

Jennifer Dinh
University of Saint Thomas
Senior
Major: Theology
Continuing Catholic Education (CCE) teacher
at Christ, Incarnate Word Church
VICTORY, Youth Leader
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Theory shorts  $175, Neiman Marcus
Dolce Gabbana top  $1400, Neiman Marcus
Fendi belt $435, Neiman Marcus
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Dolce Gabbana jacket  $2850, Neiman Marcus
Dolce Gabbana belt  $250, Neiman Marcus
Vince tank  $40, Neiman Marcus
Johnson shorts  $220, Neiman Marcus
Vintage 80’s pin
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Chloe dress  $3410, Neiman Marcus
Necklaces available at Melodrama
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SHINE Dress  $128, Melodrama
Vintage 80’s earrings
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Mari’s large-scale installations are comprised of tea bags, string, wax, and
other materials, often sewn together and otherwise compiled. Tea bags,
as well as the Tea Ceremonies, play a significant influence upon the artist,
as she arranges thousands of teabags into a single sculpture. Since 1997,
Mari has been collecting hundreds of used teabags to construct objects.
Her work draws upon tea stains to express spirituality and life.

At once subtle and startling, observers may not be aware that the draping
softness of her installations is constructed from thousands of teabags.
Steeped in natural pigments these cloth-like sculptures reflect Mari’s
mysterious creativity.

How would you describe the difference between your paintings and
your installations?

I have a Master of Fine Arts degree from UCLA in Painting and Drawing.
In a way, I came to art by way of painting. However, I have always been
interested in space; the space within paintings, the space defined by
objects, the space experienced by installations etc. I chose media for its
expressions. Currently, I am in the process of organizing a group show of
Asian/American artists at the Galveston Arts Center for a September 30th
opening. Crossroads: Asia/America will be an eye-opening, ever-inspiring
exhibition of diverse, multi-media artists in south Texas.

Matthew Barney’s recent film with Bjork, Drawing Restraint, takes place
on a Japanese whaling ship. In one of the most crucial scenes, the lovers
share a tea ceremony with their host. You have remarked that the tea
ceremony is highly regarded in many cultures, especially in connection
with visitors and guests. In what way does the idea of tea influence the
concept you have of being a sculptor?

The way of tea is more than etiquette. Serving tea and receiving it is
cultural synthesis brought together with profound aspects of religion,
aesthetics, philosophy, morality, discipline, etc. It is a moment of spiritual
and mental unity, all encompassing our existence. In my work, I use tea
as a starting point of a journey to come together with mutual respect and
understanding with my guests. As a sculptor, I let the forms evolve within
the material.

Location and environment seem to exert a strong impact upon your
identity as an artist. As a Japanese woman residing in America, do you
feel that you are accepted?

My formative years were spent in southern California where Japanese
and other Asian communities were larger than in the southern part of
the U.S. However, I have been inspired by the nature and the culture of
south Texas and I have felt at home here since 1992. There is no question
that I am accepted.

How does the idea of community or “collective culture” influence
your work?

The idea of community is central to my work. Perhaps this is derived from
my profession as an art instructor for more than 20 years. I have been
fascinated by the uniqueness of individuals, as well as the power of
community efforts. I am interested in working around the ideas of
singularity and multiplicity.

Your work is often delicate and gauzy, but your paintings seem to reference
stronger themes, although seemingly whimsical, such as atomic warfare
as illustrated by 60th Hiroshima and Listening. What is behind this?

The pieces you have mentioned were created last summer in the Encaustic
workshop in Kingston, New York. Prior to that trip, I was visiting Hiroshima
during the 60th anniversary of its bombing. I wanted to create intimate
scale encaustic paintings that reflected my experience of that particular
time and memory.

The Japanese culture is very polite and has influenced Western art, music,
literature, animation, and customs. How has the American culture affected
you, either positively or negatively, since you moved here?

My residency in the U.S. has been long, yet it has become increasingly
meaningful. I came to this country as a quiet, shy person who did not
exactly know what were my possibilities. This may sound cheesy but,
lately, I feel a responsibility as an artist, especially as an Asian American
artist, for building a strong art community in Houston.

If you could select any material, medium, time, place, and size of project,
and had no constraints as to time, money, or energy, what kind of object
would you make?

I envision a large scale soft structure made using a quilt technique and
constructed by thousand of hands; a multiple collaboration between
artists of diverse media and culture, in which all the makers could fit
within the structure, like a dwelling place (ha!).

You have said, “Although I am from Japan, I have lived in America long
enough that my identity and my notion of home have been obscured...”
Is this a juxtaposition of identity due to displacement and/or
homesickness? Or have other events in your life affected your attitude?

The two words that come to mind are longing and belonging. I long for
my home country and my family in Japan. At the same time, I sincerely
want to assimilate and belong to the community where I live and work.
These two emotions and desires are intertwined and co-exist harmoniously
within me.

There seems to be a trend away from the Los Angeles-inspired
animation/referential work to the more subtle conceptual work of
yesteryear. Being from California, what do you think about the youthful
characterization associated with Japanese culture that has become popular
with young hipsters? Your work seems to steer clear of that genre
altogether, preferring a relatively quiet introspective place, far from the
world of hyperactive cartoon characters.

It may be something to do with generation. I am a member of the post-
war baby boomer generation. Although I was raised with limited material
resources, there was no lack of spiritual or moral resources. Art was always
appreciated in my household. Nature was revered. I have witnessed the

post-war Japan as it has gone through westernization
and industrialization. It was truly an amazing life
changing story through which I have lived. I wish to
convey that experience through my work with the
use of media and/or ideas.

Why does the word “Pilgrimage” show up in your
work?

Creating art is very much like a pilgrimage to where
I once was. It does not necessarily imply that I am
returning to a specific place but it is more like a mental
journey that I take during the process of art making.
It is highly focused, yet filled with emotion.

Last question. What is your favorite color?

My favorite colors are orange and black; I react to
them immediately. However, when I paint, my favorite
color is yellow.

by  FR ANCES TROTTER

Tea is Her Bag

Mari Omori

A R T  &  C U L T U R E

The “Crossroads: Asia/America” exhibition will open on September 30, 2006, at the Galveston Arts Center. It will primarily focus upon Asian American

artists residing in Texas. One of the prominent artists being featured is Japanese born, Mari Omori, who has shown widely in Texas and California.

Trained as a painter at UCLA, Mari’s work currently focuses on installation. Gauzy and monochromatic, her filmy sculptures and forms represent deep,

spiritual, and conceptual memories and processes. The delicate manner by which they are constructed will intrigue you.

Artist Mari Omori

In my work, I use tea as a starting point of
   a journey to come together with mutual
respect and understanding with my guests.
           As a sculptor, I let the forms evolve
                      within the material.
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Miller Outdoor Theatre
Hermann Park, Houston, Texas 77030
713-466-5666, ilovetaiko.org

Houston Grand Taiko Festival
September 29-30, 2006, 7:30pm
Featuring Kaminari Taiko with special guests Japanese Classical
Dance artist Master Takahamaryu Mitsujuroku and G-force.
Houston Grand Taiko Festival has been recognized as one of
the major concerts in Houston- attracting over 8500 spectators.
Kaminari continues to mesmerize its audience with energetic
performances inspired by the traditional values of Japanese art
form combined with world rhythms. Free admission.

Galveston Arts Center
2127 Strand, Galveston, Texas 77550
409-763-2403, galvestonartscenter.org

Crossroads: Asia/America
September 30-November 19, 2006
Crossroads explores the works of several Asian American
artists who have immigrated to the United States but who
are now currently living and working in Texas. Featuring
works in a variety of media from Masaru Takiguchi
(Houston), Mimi Kato (San Antonio), Mari Omori (Houston),
Kana Harada (Dallas), Young-Min Kang (Austin), and Bennie
Flores Ansel (Houston), and others. The exhibition is curated
by Mari Omori and Clint Willour, and will present sculpture,
photography, installations, paintings and drawings.

The Houston Museum of Natural Science
One Hermann Circle Drive, Houston, Texas 77030
713-639-4629, hmns.org

Benjamin Franklin: In Search of a Better World
October 13, 2006-January 21, 2007
New special exhibition explores the wit and wisdom of America’s favorite founding
father. The exhibition explores the extraordinary life and astounding accomplishments
of one of this country’s greatest citizens – celebrated scientist, inventor, entrepreneur,
diplomat, philanthropist and humanitarian – who was also one of this country’s most
quoted and affable humorists. For information, visit hmns.org or call 713-639-4629.

Pasadena Lake
Clear Lake Park, East of NASA on NASA Road 1
281-808-6855, texasdragonboat.com

3rd Annual Gulf Coast International
Dragon Boat Regatta
October 21-22, 2006, 8:30am-4:30pm
The Texas Dragon Boat Association (TDBA) presents its
3rd Annual Gulf Coast International Dragon Boat Regatta.
Teams from across North America will compete for the
revered Dragon Cup. Saturday features corporate teams

and community teams. Sunday features youth teams and breast cancer survivor
teams. Spectators and participants of this free public event celebrate Asian culture
as they enjoy diverse food, music and entertainment. The Texas Dragon Boat Association
is a 501(c)(3) Texas non-profit corporation whose mission is to promote the tradition
of dragon boating, increase awareness of Asian and Asian American culture, and
enhance cross-cultural understanding. TDBA also organizes the Houston Dragon Boat
Festival in downtown Houston each May. Free admission.

Jones Hall
615 Louisiana St., Houston, Texas 77002
713-227-4SPA, spahouston.org

STOMP
October 24-October 29, 2006
The group of England street performers that grew into the international

percussion sensation known as STOMP returns to Houston for eight
performances over six days. With brooms, garbage cans, plungers and

drumsticks, STOMP proves it doesn’t need much to make an award-winning
and captivating show. The group’s mix of comedy, along with rhythms found

using ordinary, everyday objects as musical instruments, continues to
make STOMP one of the most popular performances in the world.

For tickets or information call 713-227-4SPA or visit
spahouston.org.
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A R T  &  E N T E R T A I N M E N T

       What’s Going On
and Where It’s Going

Where Art Thou?

If you would like your event listed, please email
the information to web@yellowmags.com.

Cool Rules Promotes Diversity
for Cool Kids and Families
Cool Rules is the first animated cartoon DVD series to be
created and produced in the Houston, Texas, metro area.
Only available on DVD, it is 100% guaranteed clean family
entertainment that centers on a diverse set of six main
characters and their tricked-out hot rod tuner cars. The
idea behind the name of Cool Rules is that being “cool”
rules, and that it’s “cool” to follow the rules. Cool Rules
inspires kids to set goals, work hard, help each other
succeed and not give up when things get tough, all while having fun!
Parents and kids are all giving Cool Rules rave reviews and saying it has arrived at the
perfect time. For more information, visit cool-rules.com.
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I wasn’t sure if I was crazy or travel-savvy as I braced myself on the
back of a motorcycle “taxi,” driven by a Thai man I had only met two
minutes before after I disembarked a ferry. As he sped up, the tropical
balmy breeze brushed against my face and glimpses of the turquoise
Andaman Sea flickered in my peripheral vision. I looked ahead and
blinked a few times in disbelief. Were those elephants on the road? This
was the start of many more discoveries to come on Ko Samui, Thailand.

Ko Samui, with its white sand beaches, crystal blue waters, insatiable
nightlife and quiet rocky coves, is one of Thailand’s most popular
destinations. In the seventies and eighties, backpackers flocked to Ko
Samui in search of Utopia. Like so many secrets which are hard to keep,
Ko Samui soon became an international vacation destination catering
to all breeds of travelers. Multi-million dollar resorts and spas sit alongside
rustic beach bungalows. Five-star restaurants and street vendors feed
beachgoers. Splurge on a $90 Thai massage or a $5 foot massage. The
eclectic mix of visitors is as intriguing as the sights of Samui, Thailand’s
third largest island.

You can easily plop yourself down on just one Samui beach and
remain there until your visa expires. However, if you are a curious and
active traveler, you’ll have no problem passing the time exploring the
island. To get around, we decided to do as the locals do and rent a Honda
scooter. It was exhilarating to zoom around the island at a deafening 25
miles an hour! There are a few things to keep in mind if you will be on
a motorbike on Samui. First, the Thais drive on the left side of the road.
Second, before you get a flat tire, make sure you know how much the
locals pay for a repair (so you don’t get suckered as I did). Third, elephants
have the right of way. Finally, suppress your inner daredevil – Ko Samui
isn’t as enjoyable from a hospital bed.

Where the Action Is

The livelier and more congested beaches lie on the east coast. Chaweng
and Lamai beaches have an abundance of accommodations, restaurants,
and discos. Crowds congregate there for the longest stretches of white
sand on the island. During the day, the beaches are packed with sun-
worshippers, and the clear blue waters are hopping with activity. As the
sun begins to dip, the strip along the main road comes alive. Open-air
restaurants flaunt their fresh seafood and set up cooking stations along
the sidewalk, allowing exotic aromas to waft into the street. Mini-markets
pop up all along the road and into alleys, with vendors selling t-shirts,
sarongs, clothes, sandals and crafts. Most shops are open as late as the
bars. Every night in Chaweng is like Spring Break in Cancun.

If you want to get away from the crowds, head south where rocky
shores make for great snorkeling, and peaceful coves abound. The north
and west sides of the island also offer some great accommodations and
unforgettable sunsets, but be sure to check beach conditions, as waters
may be too shallow for swimming. We opted for some seclusion at the
Laem Set Inn on the south side of Samui. Our comfortable room
overlooked the clear blue waters of the ocean. Dining was al fresco and
the pool was in between two small strands of white sand beach. By far,
one of the highlights of our stay was our day trip with some local
fishermen. The staff at our hotel arranged for a local fishing boat to pick
us up and take us out to some coral reefs for snorkeling. After frolicking
in the water, we headed to a deserted island where the fishermen set up
a beach umbrella and rustic dining table and grilled fresh fish for lunch.
We lounged lazily on our very own island for the rest of the afternoon
before heading back to the Inn. This was the best kind of tourism: off

the beaten trail, secluded and
beautiful, and directly
contributing to the working
class locals.

Thai Spice

A trip to Thailand would
not be complete without some kind of deeply moving culinary experience.
During our visit, we had a gastronomic ‘moment’ at least once a day. As
luck would have it, our hotel, Laem Set Inn, had fabulous food. The
chef, who I fell in love with after our first meal, was not shy with flavor
and spices. In fact, a meal could not be deemed successful if we were
not sweating from the heat of the food. We sampled the food at many
different restaurants on the island but kept finding ourselves back at
Laem Set for their spicy beef salad and green curry.

However, our most memorable culinary moment (and there were
many!) still makes me sit back and sigh as I mentally relive the experience.
On a whim, we decided to drive up to the northeast corner of the island
to explore Sila Evason Hideaway. And a ‘hideaway’ it was, for it took us
longer to find than we anticipated. As soon as we passed through the
gates of the hotel, we knew we had found something special. Its signature
restaurant, Dining on the Rocks, quite literally took my breath away.
The entrance is an expansive wooden terrace with nothing but two
candles flanking the two steps leading up to it. From the outside edge
of the terrace you can see a series of interlocking terraces, each with the
same magnificent 270 degree view of the ocean. Only a couple of tables
are placed on each terrace rendering a sense of intimacy. Two waiters

stood next to our table, with the ocean as a backdrop, waving up at us
as we looked down at the view in awe. But wait, there’s more. The cuisine
at Dining on the Rocks is described as New Asian. Chef Thomas Jakobi
plays with contrasts in flavors, textures, aromas and temperatures. Each
bite is, as they say, a party in your mouth. To fully experience New Asian
cuisine, we ordered the aptly named “Experiences” prix fix dinner with
ten mini-courses. Here are just a few of the dishes that enchanted us:
seared tuna with spiced lentils, roasted duck with passion fruit sorbet
and candied orange rinds, iced tom yum gazpacho with raw oysters, and
jasmine tea flavored chocolate pots with spiced pineapple. You will
definitely love life while you savor these treats.

What to Do on Samui

If beach bumming isn’t your scene, you will not be disappointed on
Samui. Besides the obvious tourist attractions and traps like the monkey

Ko Samui, Thailand
Cool Water, Spicy Dishes

T R A V E L

by  J U DY LE

   Ko Samui, with its white
sand beaches, crystal blue
waters, insatiable nightlife
     and quiet rocky coves,
  is one of Thailand’s most
       popular destinations.

Photos by Judy Le
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shows and elephant rides, tourists may participate in a full range of activities from Thai
boxing to spa hopping. Thai boxing matches happen regularly and you’ll see plenty of
advertisements informing you when you can catch a bout. There is also buffalo fighting, which
seems to be a favorite pastime for the locals. Much more humane than cockfighting or dog
fighting, two buffalos face off and butt horns until one backs down.

If you’re seeking peace rather than pomp, don’t miss out on the amazing spas. We tried
Tamarind Springs Spa. The peaceful setting inspires one to speak in whispers and to move
slowly and serenely. After putting on a Thai sarong, we headed for the herbal steam room built
into a natural boulder. Next to the secluded steam room is an outdoor plunge pool that is also
an extension of the natural boulder. After cooling off in the tranquil pool, we crossed wooden
bridges over koi ponds and meandered up a lush hill to our very own sala, an open-air thatch
roof hut overlooking the Tamarind Springs. Our two-hour Thai massage incorporated gentle
stretching, deep tissue massage, acupressure and absolute bliss. (It was so relaxing, I may have
drooled a bit.)

Off the northwest coast of Samui is the famed Ang Thong National Marine Park. With
over 40 islands, hidden emerald coves, white-sand beaches and lush vegetation, it has been
suggested that it was the inspiration and setting for the novel/movie The Beach. There are many
tour operators who take visitors out for day trips to visit the marine park. We opted for a one-
day kayak trip through Blue Star. Our first stop was a short hike up a cliff to view the Green
Lagoon and the islands that dot the marine park. Though crowded with visitors, the views
were spectacular. Our kayaking trip over emerald waters allowed us to explore hidden coves,
dark caves and impressive rock formations. Had we had more time, we would have definitely
included a multi-day diving trip in the Marine Park.

It is no surprise how quickly Ko Samui has developed into a top getaway destination where
you will find an eclectic mix of international travelers and locals because there is something
for everyone. Though the island is no longer a backpacker’s hippie haven due to the crowds
and high-end resorts, Samui has been able to retain a strong sense of culture and tradition. And
there are a few things that will never change: idyllic beaches, spicy food, and elephants who
always have the right of way.

      A meal could not be deemed
successful if we were not sweating
            from the heat of the food.
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What are the renovations being
undertaken by MFAH?

We are scheduled to open the new
Asian Art galleries in 2007 December
and 2008. We will open the first and
largest gallery dedicated to Korean art
in the Southwest region of the United
States outside of Los Angeles and New
York next December 2007. The new
galleries for China, India, Southeast
Asia and Japan will debut the
following year. Our goal is to present
a thoughtful  and innovative
introduction to the rich artistic and cultural traditions of Asia. A strong
educational component will be integrated in the galleries that will highlight
the best moments in the history of Asia and provide visitors with a rich
Museum experience.

Also, one of the concepts of the galleries will be to celebrate contemporary
artists from Asia. We have in our collection ceramics, photography, painting
and sculpture from contemporary artists from Asia who are working with
traditional and new material but creating new forms and concepts.

We are currently co-organizing a contemporary exhibition from Korea
with the Los Angeles County Museum of Art which is scheduled to open
in 2009. The exhibition will be the first of its kind in the United States to
focus on three different generations of artists working in Korea and abroad.

Will you be acquiring additional pieces for the new galleries?

Yes, we have developed a very active collecting program with the generous
support of the Friends of Asian Art. This organization was established in
2002 to stimulate an interest in collecting and connoisseurship of Asian
art. In the last four years, the following have been added to the collection:
an 8th century Mon Dvaravati period bronze Standing Buddha from Thailand,
a 12th century Angkor wat style bronze Medicine Buddha (Bhaisajyaguru),
a 6th century buff sandstone Hindu goddess Sarasvati from India and a 6th
century limestone Buddha ( Avalokiteshvara) from China.

What inspired this expansion?

The history of the Asian art department was built upon strong partnerships
with the Houston community, including private collectors, civic
organizations and corporate foundations. The first gift to the Asian art

department in 1929
was an 18th century
Chinese painting.
We have outgrown
our current space
and we are now
poised to build new
galleries dedicated
t o  e a c h  A s i a n
country (China, India
and Southeast Asia,
Korea and Japan).

Asia has a long history of trade and cultural exchange with Europe and
the United States and recently has become a major economic and
technology center. The Asian art galleries at the Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston plays an important role in providing a place for all to learn about
the ancient traditions and contemporary trends in Asia.

How long have you been working at MFAH? How did you become a
museum curator?

I started working at the MFAH in July 2000. Although I was a Pre-Med
undergraduate majoring in Biology, I was also interested in Japan, Western
art history and architecture. After college, I taught English in Japan as part
of a program established by the Ministry of Education (Monbusho). I was
very interested in studying Zen and traditional Japanese architecture. I
believe this experience helped me decide to pursue a graduate degree in
Art History with a focus on Japan. After graduate school, I was interested
in working in a museum with an Asian art collection. I joined the Asian
art department at Art Institute of Chicago in 1994 and the Cleveland
Museum of Art in 1997.

Upon what types of work will the new galleries focus?

Our approach to collecting has been to acquire objects that represent the
best moments in the history of the countries (China, India and Southeast
Asia, Korea and Japan) represented in the collection.

What are some of your favorite pieces?

Our first acquisition supported by the Friends of Asian art - an 8th century
bronze Standing Buddha from Thailand, and our most recent acquisition, a
6th century limestone Avalokiteshvara (Buddha of Compassion) from China.

How many pieces are currently in the collection?

The Asian Art collection has about 1,150 objects which include very early
pottery, sculpture, painting, and prints from Japan, China, Korea, India
and Southeast Asia. The Asian art collection is very modest in size and the
best pieces are displayed in the current Asian art galleries. We rotate the
prints and paintings in the Japanese gallery every three months because
the paper material is light sensitive.

I want to thank the Houston community for their continued support and
we look forward to a strong partnership in making the Asian art collection
and galleries a great success.

by  CH RISTI  HANG

Expanding the Friends
             of Asian Art

Christine Starkman

A R T  &  C U L T U R E

Christine Starckman is the Asian Art Curator for the

Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. The Museum of Fine Arts,

Houston, is the fifth largest museum in the country and

has over 2.5 milion visitors a year. With its encyclopedic

collection and an exciting schedule of international loan

exhibitions and award-winning programs, the Museum

of Fine Arts, Houston, is one of the premier destinations

in the United States for art lovers. The museum recently

announced the expansion of its Asian art galleries.
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Left
Avalokitesvara
Guan-Yin
Chinese, Northern Zhou Dynasty, 557-581
Limestone
Overall: 25 3/16 x 7 7/8 x 7 7/8 in. (64 x 20 x 20 cm)
Gift of T.T. & W.F. Chao Global Foundation in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Ting Tsung Chao, with additional funds provided by the Director's
Accessions Fund

Far left
Standing Buddha
Thai, late 8th century
Bronze
23 1/8 x 6 1/2 x 5 5/8 in. (58.8 x 16.5 x 14.2 cm)
Place: Northeast, Thailand
Museum purchase with funds provided by the Friends of Asian Art, with
gifts from Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Allen III, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Daly, Mr.
and Mrs. John Goodman, Dr. and Mrs. Ninan Mathew, Drs. Kumara and
Usha Peddamatam, Isabel B. and Wallace S. Wilson, and Mr. and Mrs.
George R. Brown, by exchange
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by  PH I LI P  CUSIM ANOWine 101

W I N E

September cometh and none too soon! With its arrival,
we know that we have survived the worst of another Houston
summer and the best time of the year is not far away. The
holiday season, a time for fun, family, and increased social
interaction (can anyone say parrrttty?). Accompanying this
festive time is an increased interest in all things “wine”. This
is, in fact, the busiest time of year for those of us involved
in the marketing of the fruit from the vine. For many
wineries, the success of their entire year hinges on their sales
during October, November and December.

Given the above, what better time for a basic introduction
(or review) of wine? It is easy to feel intimidated by the
world of wine. With so many offerings and recommendations,
it’s hard to know where to begin. The first step is to become
more comfortable with wine by simplifying the classifications.

Let’s start with the most popular category, table wine.
Table wine is typically between 9% and 15% alcohol and
produced to accompany meals. While there is a whole world
from which to select, basically, there are only three broad
categories.

The first and arguably most popular classification of table
wine is called Varietal. A varietal wine is named after the
grape from which it is produced. A California varietal wine
must contain at least 75% of a specific type of grape to take
its name. When you buy a California Chardonnay or Pinot
Noir, for example, you are guaranteed that at least 75% of
what is contained in the bottle is juice from those grapes,
respectively. The remaining 25% can be the juice of any

other type of grape(s). It is also possible that the wine is
100% sourced from one grape variety. Many European
countries will only name a wine for a grape if its contents
are 100% of that specific variety. Some popular varietal
wines include the following: Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio,
Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot Noir,
Sangiovese and Riesling.

The next important category of table wine is called
Generic. A generic wine can be comprised of one or a blend
of several types of grapes but is named after the area where
it is produced. The area must be a registered delineated wine
region defined by geographical boundaries and controlled
by objective wine production regulations. The generic wines
achieve their distinctiveness based upon such aspects as grape
blend and aging. Well known generic wines include Chianti,
Bordeaux, Barolo, Burgundy, Brunello Alsace, Rhine, Gavi,
Moselle and Rioja. The labels on bottles of these wines
rarely include the grape name.

Our final category of table wine is called Proprietary. A
proprietary wine is one in which a producer creates a wine
and gives it a special name. This name becomes the winery’s
trademark, so to speak, and no other producer can use it.
The wine is usually a blend but is comprised of only one
type of grape. Well-known proprietary labels include the
Opus 1,Tiganello, Flaccianello, Cain Five and Sassicaia.

So relax, don’t be intimidated. Learn to classify table
wines into these three broad categories and you will be well
ahead of the game.

         With September’s arrival,
we know the best time of the year
                  is not too far away.

It’s Easier Than You Think
   to Get a Passing Grade

Wines available at Spec's Wines, Spirits, & Finer Foods, various
locations. Visit specsonline.com for the store nearest you.

Icardi Dolcetto d’Alba cru Rousori 04
Icardi is one of Italy’s brightest stars. The winery is located in the Piedmont region
and made from the Dolcetto grape. The wine offers bright red berry fruit in a medium
body with undertones of pepper and spice. A very versatile wine that is at home with
both white and red grilled meats as well as certain broiled and baked fish. It is best
quaffed with an ever so slight chill. As to its classification: the key is that Dolcetto
is a grape and the wine takes the grape’s name. Hence it is a varietal. $20.00

Chateau de Viviers Chablis 2004
Chablis is a region located in the Burgundy Appellation of France and is famous for
white wine produced with the chardonnay grape. This offering is a medium-bodied
cru with good balance of pear fruit and minerality in a dry, crisp package. Good with
all types of seafood. As to its classification: the wine is named for a defined region
– Chablis – and is a generic. $16.00

Zaca Mesa Z Cuvee 2003
Zaca Mesa is one of my favorite California producers and is located on the central
coast. Z Cuvee is a blend of Mourvedre, Grenache and Syrah that is light bodied with
bright, juicy, red and black berry fruit with light hints of spice. Another wine that
can go with various red and white meat dishes. Z Cuvee is a proprietary wine. While
any producer can make a wine blended with the same grapes, only Zaca Mesa can
label it Z Cuvee. $16.00
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Dikembe Mutombo Foundation Fundraiser
for Biamba Marie Mutombo Hospital
Held at The Royalton at River Oaks

Rose and Dikembe Mutombo, Isabelle Hallier

Hope Initiative “Aces for Charity”  Tennis Tournament
Held at the Lee LeClear Tennis Center

Yuki Rogers, Viet Hoang, Carolyn Farb

Houston Dynamo players Adrian Serioux, Brian Ching,
Zach Wells

Tracy McGrady, Rochelle Abante,
Sandra Byun, Bob Sura

Shana Williams, Ericka Kelsaw, Paula Narcisse

Danny Vanaphan, Alan Tran Kim Le, Phoung Le Diana Nguyen, David Pham

Jessica Aguilar, Omar Sheikh Rob Duong, Roger Duong Dat Bui

Pete Tass Jackie Nguyen, Jessica Nguyen Jochen Moser, Ayman Abourl Chabab

Lindsey Love, Christopher Mendel Alicia Smith, Carolyn Farb, Mimi Dinh

Photos by Rochelle Abante
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